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1 Introduction

Eikonal scattering amplitude for the high energy of the two particles in the limit of high en-

ergies and fixed momentum transfers is found by many authors in quantum field theory 1],

including the quantum gravity in recent years 920]. Comparison of the results obtained by

means of the different approaches for this problem has shown that they all coincide in the lead-

ing order approximation, while the corrections (non-leading terms) provided by them axe rather

different 15,17,20,21,22,23]. Determination of these corrections to gravitational scattering are

now open problems 10-14]. These corrections play a crucial role in such problems as strong

gravitational forces near black hole, string modification of theory of gravity and some other

effects of quantum gravity 9-20].

The purpose of the present paper is to develop a systematic scheme based on modified per-

turbation theory to find the correction terms to the leading eikonal amplitude for high-energy

scattering by means of solving the Logunov-Tavkhelidze quasipotential equation 24-27] In

spite of the lack of a cleax relativistic covariance, the quasipotential method keeps all infor-

mation about properties of scattering amplitude which could be received staxting from general

principle of quantum field theory 25]. Therefore, at high energies one can investigate analytical

properties of the scattering, its asymptotic behavior and some regularities of a potential scat-

tering etc. Exactly, as it has been done in the usual S-matrix theory 24]. The choice of this

approach is dictated also by the following reasons: 1. in the framework of the quasipotential

approach the eikonal amplitude has a rigorous justification in quantum field theory 41 2 in the

case of smooth potentials, it was shown that a relativistic quasipotential and the Schrodinger

equations lead to qualitatively identical results 28,29].

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the second section the Logunov-Tavkhelidze quasipo-

tential equation is written in the operator form. In the third section the solution of this equation

is presented in the exponent form which is favorable to modify the perturbation theory. The

asymptotic behavior scattering amplitude at high energies and fixed momentum transfers is

considered in the fourth section. The lowest-order approximation of the modified theory is the

leading eikonal scattering amplitude. Corrections to leading eikonal amplitude axe also calcu-

lated. In the fifth section the solution of quasipotential equation is presented in the form of

a functional path integral. The connection between the solutions obtained by quasipotential

and functional is also discussed. It is shown that the approximations used axe similax and the

expressions for correction to the leading eikonal amplitude are found identical. Finally, we draw

our conclusions.
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2 Two particle quasipotential equation

Let us consider the elastic scattering of two scalar particles with the model of the interac-

tion Lagrangian Li,,t = gW 2(x)o(x). Following Ref. 231 for two scalar particle amplitude the

quasipotential equation with local quasipotential has the form:

2T(p, p'; s = gU(p - p'; s) + g f dqU(p -- q; s)K(q s)T(q, p'; s), (2.1)

where s = 4(p 2 + M 2) = 4 p' + M2) is the energy and p, p and are the relative momenta of

particles in the centre of mass system in the initial final states respectively. Equation 2.1 is

one of the possible generalizations of the Lippman-Schwinger equation for the case of relativistic

quantum field theory. The quasipotential U is a complex function of the energy and the relative

momenta. The quasipotential equation simplifies considerably if U is a function of only the

difference of the relative momenta and the total energy, i.e. if the quasipotential is local 1. The

existence of a local quasipotential has been proved rigorously in the weak coupling case 27/ and

a method has been specified for constructing it. The lcal potential constructed in this man-

ner gives a solution of Eq. 21), being equal to the physical amplitude on the mass shell 24-26] .

Making the following Fourier transformations

U(P - P'; S = 1 f dre'(P'-P')rU(r; s), (2.2)
(27r)3

T(p, p'; s) drdr'ei(pr-p'r')T(r, rl- s), (2.3)
f

and introducing the representation

T (r, r'; s) g U(r; s)F'(r, r'; s), (2.4)
(2ir)3

we transform 2.1) into the coordinate representation

F(r, r'; s) = j(3) (r - r') + g (IqK(q 2; )e-iqr X
(27r)3 f

X f dr"eiqr" U(r'; s)F(r"', r'; s). (2.5)

Defining the pseudodifferential operator

Lr = K(-Vr'; S), (2.6)

then

K(r; s) f dqK(q 2; ),-iqr = ir(27r)3j(3) (r). (2.7)

'Since the total energy s appears as an external parameter of the equation, the term "local" here has direct
meaning and it can appear in a three-dimensional 5-function in the quasipotential in the coordinate representation
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With allowance for 2.6) and 2.7) Eq. 25) can be rewritten in the symbolic form:

F(r, r/ ; = J(')(r - r') + gL,[U(r, s)F(r, r', s]- (2.8)

3 Modified perturbation theory

In the framework of the quasipotential equation the potential is defined as an infinite power

series in the coupling constant which corresponds to the perturbation expansion of the scattering

amplitude on the mass shell. The approximate equation has been obtained only in the lowest

order of the quasipotential. Using this approximation the relativistic eikonal. expression of

elastic scattering amplitude was first found in quantum field theory for large energies and fixed

momentum transfers 22]. In this paper we follow a somewhat different approach based on the

idea of the modified perturbation theory proposed by F!radkin 3012 The solution of equation 2.8)

can be found in the form

ik(r-r')
F (r, (27r)3 f A exp 1W (r; k; s)] e- (3.1)

Substituting 3. 1) into 2.8) we obtained an equation for the function W (r; k; S)

ikrexp W (r; k; s) = 1 + gL; � U (r, s) exp [W (r; k; s) - ikr] I e . (3.2)

The function W (r; k; s) in exponent 3. 1) can now be written as an expansion in series in the

coupling constant g:

W(r; k; s) g'W. (r; k- s). (3.3)
n=1

Then from Eq. 3.2) we obtain the following expressions for the functions Wn (r; k; s)

WI (r- k; s) = dqU(q; s)K[(k + q)2. s]e-iqr (3.4)
f

W2 (r; k; s) W2 (r; k; s)+
2 !

+ q2)2; SI Xf dqldq2U(ql; s)U(q2; s)K[(k + q,
2

x [K(k + qj; s) + K[k + q2; s]]e-iqjr-iq2r. (3.5)
7

W3 (r; k-s) W12 (r; k; s) + f dqldq2dq3U(ql; s)U(q2; s)U(q3; s)K[(k + qj )2; SI X
3!

2The interpretation of the perturbation theory from the view-point of the diagrammatic technique is as follows.
The typical Feynman denominator of the standard perturbation theory is of the form (A): (p+Eq)2 + MI _ ie =

P 2 + M2 + 2p E q + (Eq) 2, where p is the external momentum of the scalar ( spinor ) particle, and the q's are

virtual momenta of radiation quanta. The lowest order approximation (A) of modified theory is equivalent to
summing all Feynman diagrams with the replacement: (E q)2 = E(q)2 in each denominator (A). The modified

perturbation theory thus corresponds to a small correlation of the radiation quanta: qiqj = 0 and is often called
the qiqj-approximation. In the framework of functional integration this approximation is called the straight-line
path approximation i.e. high-energy particles move along Feynman paths, which are practically rectilinear [18,191.
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xK[(k + q + q2)2; s]K[(k + q + q2 + q3)2; s]e -iqj,-iq21-iq3r . (3.6)

Oversleeves by WI only we obtain from Eqs 3.1), 33) and 23) the approximate expression

for the scattering amplitude 22]

T (PI PI; 5) g drei(P-W)r17(r, se9W1(rP,.,). (3.7)
(27r)3 f

To establish the meaning of this approximation I we expand T in a series in g:

(n+l)( 9n+1
Ti PI P ' S __;�! f dql ... dqn U (qj; s) .... U(q,,; s)

n nXU( _ _ E qi; ) II K[(qi + PI)2; S. (3.8)

i=1 i=O

Let us compare Eq. 38) with the (n + 1) - th iteration term of exact Eq. 21)

n

T (n+l) (PI PI; S) f dql ... dq. U (qj; ) ... U (q[n; ) U (P - P qj; s X

K[(q, + PI)2; s]K[(q + q2 + PI)2; s] ... K[(I: qj + PI) 2; S], (3.9)

P i=1

where FP is the sum over the permutations of the momenta q P2... Pn It is readily seen

from 3.8) and 3.9) that our approximation in the case f the Lippmann-Schwinger equation is

identical with the qiqj approximation.

4 Asymptotic behavior of the scattering amplitude at high en-
ergies

In this section the solution of the Logunov-Tavkhelidze quasipotential equation obtained in the

previous section for the scattering amplitude can be used to find the asymptotic behavior as

s - oo for fixed t. In the asymptotic expressions we shall retain both the principal term and

the following term, using the formula

e W(rp';s) = el (rp';.s) 11 + g2 W2 i(r, PI; s) + (4.1)

where WI and W2 are given by 3.4) and 3.5).

We take the z axis along the vector (p + PI) then

P-P'=Vi; An,=O; t = _A2 (4.2)

'Noting

K(p + PI; s) (p + pI)2 + M2Vrp + p,)T M 4 ic
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2 3q 2 q 2 qA + 0 1
� �[l - . z (4.3)
s(q2 - e) 82

z

and using Eqs 3-4) 35) and 3-6) we obtain

(4.4)
S.'F 82

W = MS +(')+ 1 );

W2 'O )+O 1 ), (4.5)2S T3

where

e iqr z
Wjo 2 dqU(q; � � = 2i dz'U(Vq2 + 12; ); (4.6)

f (q2 - i_)2 00z

iqr3qz2+q 2q
W1 = 2 dqU(q; s)e- _L _Lz�,j_

f (q -

2-6U(Vlq2 + Zf2; ) + 2(-V I- iq I V i 00 dz'U(Vq_L2 + Z2; ); (4.7)

W20 -4 dqldq2e-i(ql+q2)r U (q, -s) U (q2; s) 3qzq2z + qlLq2l
f 7 (qj. - i (q2z (ql,, + q2z

z U2( )12}.
-4if3 00 dz' U2( qL2 + Z2; ) + [V I dz" VlqL2 + Z-2; S (4.8)

In the limit s - oo and (t1s) -+ 0 Wjo makes the main contribution, and the remaining terms

are corrections. Therefore, the function exp W can be represented by means of the expansion

(4. 1) where W10, W, 1 and W20 are determined by Eqs. 4.6) - (4-8) respectively. The asymptotic

behavior scattering amplitude can be written in the following form

2 j_r 2; S) XT (p, p'; s) g d r dze"a' _L U (V�r2+ Z�
(2 7r) 3 f

x exp W10 + gW11 +g2 W20 + (4.9)
( S 8 V'S S 2 VfS-

Substituting 4.6) - 4.8) into 4.9) and making calculations, at high energy s 00 and

fixed momentum transfers (t1s) -� 0 we finally obtain[22)

9 2 iAj r dzU(v-rT+-zff;s)]
T (s, t) -- � � d r I e e

2i(27r)3 f

6g 2 2 iA , r I [2ig
exp 2 _Z2; S)] I' dzU (VFr2, + z2; s) -

S I(27r)3S,"F f 00 -00

ig - d2r , e'A j_r_L X
(27r)3VI'S f

00 [2ig 00 [2ig Vr2X dz exp dz'U( 2 + Z12; S)] - exp dz'U( + Z12; 5)] X
5 Vr J 'OZ Z
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2ig 00 ___ )il2U( Vr2 Z2x f 00 dz'V I Vfr 2 2; s)z L + z - V dz'Vj-U( + S

2ig A 2 fd 2rU(�;2L + :512; )]e'A _LrL X
(27r)38

00 [2ig ZCX) Vr2X f 00 zdzU(V r2_ + Z2; ) exp S dz'U( _ + Z12 S] (4.10)

In this expression 4.10) the first term describes the lea-ding eikonal behavior of the scattering

amplitude, while the remaining terms determine the corrections of relative magnitude 11Vs The

similar result Eq.(4.10) is also found by means of the functional integration 20].

As is well known from the investigation of the scattering amplitude in the Feynman diagram-

matic technique, the high-energy asymptotic behavior cn contain only logarithms and integral

powers of s. A similar effect is observed here, since integration of the expression 4.10) leads

to the vanishing of the coefficients for half-integral powers of s. Nevertheless, allowance for

the terms that contain the half-integral powers of is eeded for the calculations of the next

corrections in the scattering amplitude, and leads to the appearance of the so-called retardation

effects, which axe absent in the principal asymptotic term.

To conclude this section it is important to note that: in the framework of standard fiel&

theory for the high-energy scattering, different methods have been developed to investigate

the asymptotic behavior of individual Feynman diagran:Ls and their subsequent summation. In

different theories including quantum gravity the calculations of Feynman diagrams in the eikonal

approximation is carried out in a similar way as the calculations in QED. Reliability of the eikonal

approximation depends on spin of the exchanges field [.5,6]. The eikonal captures the leading

behavior of each order in perturbation theory, but the siam of leading terms is subdominant to

the terms neglected by this approximation. The reliability of the eikonal amplitude for gravity

is uncertain 14]. Instead of the diagram technique perturbation theory, our approach is based

on the exact expression of the scattering amplitude and modified perturbation theory which in

towest order contains the leading eikonal amplitude and the next orders axe its corrections.

5 Relationship between the operator and Feynman path

methods

'What atual physical picture may correspond to our result given by Eq. 410) ? To answer

this question we establish the relationship between the o- erator and Feynman path methods in

Ref 31], which treats the quasipotential equation in the language of functional integrals. The

Solution of this equation can be written in the symbolic orm:
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exp(W = X 11 - gK[(-iV - k)2]U(r)

00 )21
-i fo drexp[i-r(l+iE)Iexpl-irgK[(-iV-k U(r)}xl. (5.1)

In accordance with the Feynman parametrization 311, we introduce an ordering index 77 and

write Eq. (5.1) in the form

00 00
exp(w) fo dre ex ig fo dqK[(-iV,7+, - k U(r,,)} x 1. (5.2)

Using Feynman transformation

F[P(77)] = Dp Dx expf i Ir d77i(77)[p(77 - P(,q)]}F[p(,q)], (5.3)
f f.(O)=O (2ir)3

we write the solution of Eq. 2.8) in the form of the functional integral

00
exp(W) == -i fo dre

X Dp Dx expli Ir dqi(i?) [p(71) - P(,q)] JG(x, p; 7-) x 1. (5.4)f ko)=o (2-7r)3

In Eq.(5.4) we enter the function G

G(x, p;,r) = expf -i fo d77ic(77)V,7+,} x expl-ig fo d77K[(p(71) - k)2] U(r,7)}, (5.5)

which satisfies the equation

dG = 1-igK[(p(,r) - k)2] U(r - ic(r - 6))V}G;
dr

G(r = 0) = 1. (5.6)

Finding from Eq. 5.6) the operator function G and substituting it into Eq. 5.6) for W we

obtained the following final expression:

exp(W) = -i 00 d7-e Dp (2-7r)3 (0)=0 Dx expli fo Ir d?7k(,q)p(77)jexp(gjj), 57)
fo f �27r)3

where
00

11 = -i fo d-rK[(p(,q) - k)2] U[r - fo d�x��)V(� - 77 + (5.8)

1,2 f ' f ' d7-,d7-2K[(p(771) - k)2 ]K[(P(772) - (k) )2] X

'ri T2xNriL - 4x(�)t9(� - 77 + E)]U[r2 <x(0,0(6 - 77 + (5.9)

Writing out the expansion [2,3]

- 00 n

exp(W) = exp(g 11) = exp(g1j) 1: 11) (5.10)
n=O n!
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in which the sign of averaging denoted integration with respect to r X(77) and p(77) with the

corresponding measure see, for example Eq. 57) ), and performing the calculations, we find

00
W, -i fo drK[(p(77 - k2 I exp[- fo d6x(6)i9(6 -'q + E)V771U(_;'�')

= f dqe-q'K[(q + k2] U (q; s);

,12 = K[(V,,, + V, + k2 ]K[(V�,, + k2 ]K[(V,,� + k]U(ri; s)U(r2; S)

f dql f dq2e-i(q�L +q2)rK[(, + q2 +k)2] f K[(q, +k)2] +K[(q2 + k2] }U(ri; s)U(r2; ), 512)

H 2 W2 )2; SI )2; 5]1.

W2 + f dq1dq2U(q1)U(q2)JKJ'(q1L + k + K[(q2 + k (5-13)
2! 2! 2

1 3 -2

W3 3 ( �2
3! 11 H

W3 + f dqldq2dq3U(ql; s)U(q27.5)U(q3; s)K[(k + q, )2; 8] X
3!

)2; )2- -iqlr-iq2r-iq3rxK[(k + q1 + q2 s]K[(k + q, + q2 + -q3 s]e (5.14)

i.e. the expressions (5.10) and 4.1) axe identical.

Restricting ourselves in the expansion 5.10) to the first trm (n = 0), we obtain the approximate

expression 3.7) for the scattering amplitude, which corresponds to the aowance for the particle

Feynman paths. These paths can be considered as a classical paths and coincide in the case of

the scattering of high-energy particles through small agles to straight-line paths trajectories.

6 Conclusions

Asymptotic behavior of scattering amplitude for two scalar particles in the case of the interaction

Lagrangian Lint = W 2(x)o(x) at high energy and fixed momentum transfers was studied. In

the framework of quasipotential approach and the modified perturbation theory the systematic

scheme of finding the corrections to the principal asymptotic leading scattering amplitudes was

developed. Results obtained by two different approaches (quasipotential and functional) for this

problem, as it has shown that they are identical. Results obtained by us can be extended to the

case of scalax particles of the field W(x) interacting with a gravitational field. However, in the

latter case one must further study the physical effects related with corrections to the leading

eikonal amplitude of high-energy scattering in quantum gravity.
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